


Vision and Value Proposition 

➢Sakae Casting is taking its refined casting technology and original
products to the international stage to meet the needs of customers
around the world and become the global supplier by providing the
high end quality products to our clients.

➢It is our mission to continually develop and innovate quality products
at a competitive price. To do so, Sakae is encouraging all employees to
utilize their talents to fullest extents and giving them opportunity for
both personal and professional growth.



The problem 

The driving force behind the higher performance of electronic

equipment is removal of extra heat that damage the electronic
components. As many electronic components are integrated together

the space needed for each component should be compact and
small as much as possible.Sakae research and development team is
working for making the finer-pattern reality. The size of our cold
plates can be evidences to show innovation for small size and thinner
products to save space. As we have more space the number of
systems integrated on single equipment will increase. We work to
meet the need for smaller size, lighter weight and thinner cold plate.



Target Market and Opportunity

Target Opportunity

IT equipment and semiconductor manufacturers Climate and agriculture research site monitoring 

Medical device and health care equipment manufacturers Hospitals and health centers, medical equipment 
manufacturers 

Data center ICT institutions , data centers 

Car makers Car battery cooling and car seat makers ,  Bus body builders 

Laundry Cleaning Robot mold demand 



Target Market….

Main technologies of SAKAE Casting are: 

- Automotive urethane sheet foam mold 

- Prototype sand molding 

- V process molding 

- Creative modeling and mass V process casting 

- Aluminum alloy sand casting 

- Die-cast copper alloy

- Metal casting for rotational molding 



The Solution



CP1. Cold plate for
semiconductor tester
equipment

Industrial Application 



CP2. Cold plate for wafer 
tester equipment 

Industrial Application 



CP3. Cold plate for 
LED light 

Industrial Application 



CP4. Cold plate for EV-car 
battery cooling 

Industrial Application 



CP7. Cylindrical and curved 
Surface cold plate 

Industrial Application 



Business Model

Sakae casting will train manpower 
for expanding the casting business in 
collaboration with Small Sand casting 
foundry found in Rwanda. 



Roadmap



Idaho Falls, USA

Subic, Philippines

Tokyo, Japan

marketing manager

Mr. Iwasawa

U.S marketing  Alex

LA, USA

Overseas sales & marketing

M&R team R&D team 

Casting Mr. Minegishi

Data & modeling Mr. Richard

R&D trial Mr. Kris

CAD team Cedrick in PH

Market researcher 

Mr. Abudulahi

Team CVs 



Competition (Other competitors in the Market)



Advantages of SAKAECASTING cold plates 

As compared to the above cold plate production methods Sakae’s cold pate 
has the following unique features. 

• high performance,

• minimum waste due to recycling of pieces of metals, 

• The V-process technology it is not limited to some shapes or complexity of 
shape. Sakae can provide the same cost regardless of complexity of shape,

• Minimum gap between pipe and plate, which is less than 1mm (ultra-thin 
clearance 0.5-0.8 mm),

• The v- process technology enables us not only to produce thermally 
efficient products but also includes numerous other advantages such as 
cost reduction, space-saving and mass production possibility. 



Partnership Needed

1. Available casting companies  in Rwanda 

2. Technique and vocational schools in 
Rwanda 



SAKAE CASTING CO., LTD.
Tokyo-to Hachioji-shi
Shimoongata-machi, 350

OUMER ABDULAHI KASSIM 
Email: abdulahikassim@ymail.com

For more information and inquiries, visit:
www.sakae-v.com

TEL 042-651-9790
FAX 042-651-9794

mailto:abdulahikassim@ymail.com
http://www.sakae-v.com/

